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Q. Please state your name, occupation, and business address. 1 

A. My name is John Crider.  My business address is 3930 Fairview Industrial Dr. 2 

SE., Salem, Oregon 97302.  3 

Q. Please describe your educational background and work experience. 4 

A. My Witness Qualification Statement is found in Exhibit Staff/101. 5 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 6 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to address Staff’s analysis and concerns 7 

regarding the Power Cost portion of Portland General Electric’s rate case in 8 

this filing. 9 

Q. Did you prepare any exhibits for this docket? 10 

A. Yes. I prepared the following exhibits: 11 

1. Staff/101………………… Qualification Statement 12 
2. Staff/102………………… Staff Memo Re: Forced Outage Calculation 13 
3. Staff/103………………… EIA Capacity Factor Table 14 
4. Staff/104………………… SEC 8K Filing (Coyote Springs Outage) 15 
5. Staff/105………………… PGE Load/Resource Balance 2009-2015 16 

Q. How is your testimony organized? 17 

A. My testimony is organized as follows: 18 

Issue 1, Coyote Springs  Forced Outage Rate  .......................................... 2 19 

Issue 2, Necessity of Super Peak Contract ............................................... 12 20 
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ISSUE 1, COYOTE SPRINGS FORCED OUTAGE RATE  1 

Q. Please describe the forced outage rate for a generating plant. 2 

A. According to the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC), the body 3 

authorized to set national reliability standards for the electric power industry, a 4 

forced outage occurs when a generating plant is removed from service due to 5 

an emergency or other unanticipated equipment failure.1 Forced outages are 6 

differentiated from maintenance outages based on their unanticipated, and 7 

hence unplanned, nature. The Forced Outage Rate (FOR) is a measure of the 8 

likelihood of a generating unit being unavailable for service when called upon 9 

due to an unplanned (typically an emergency) shut down of the plant. 10 

Q. How is a typical ‘FOR’ calculated? 11 

A. In general, a forced outage rate is expressed on an annual basis as the ratio of 12 

the number of hours the plant was unavailable due to an unplanned, 13 

emergency outage divided by the sum of the total service hours and unplanned 14 

outage hours for that unit during the year.  Another way of expressing this idea 15 

is that the FOR is a ratio of: 16 

𝑭𝑶𝑹 =
Hours the unit is unavailable due to unplanned outage

Total hours the unit was expected to be available for a given year
 

Q. Is this the only such measurement of reliability for a unit? 17 

A. No. NERC defines many different reliability measurements related to outages 18 

and outage rates.  FOR, is the simplest and perhaps most common measure.  19 

However, by including or excluding the number of hours related to certain 20 

                                            
1
 NERC Glossary of Terms used in NERC Reliability Standards (updated May 19, 2015) at 37, which 

can be found at: http://www.nerc.com/files/glossary_of_terms.pdf 
 

http://www.nerc.com/files/glossary_of_terms.pdf
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events such as maintenance outages or derating, different metrics are created 1 

and defined2. 2 

Q. Other than ‘FOR’, what other relevant reliability metrics does NERC 3 

utilize? 4 

A. By including in the FOR calculation the hours that the unit is unexpectedly 5 

derated (that is, hours that the unit is forced to generate at levels lower than its 6 

maximum due to maintenance issues), the new calculation is referred to as the 7 

“effective forced outage rate”, or EFOR. This metric provides a measure not 8 

only of simple unit availability (as FOR does) but also gives an indication of 9 

how close to maximum output the unit can be operated. In periods of low 10 

demand on the system, there may be no reliability impact due to a unit being 11 

derated because it is not being called upon to generate at maximum to serve 12 

load. However, in periods of high demand when the unit is needed at full 13 

power; derating becomes more critical and will influence both operations and 14 

NVPC. In both cases, a lower value for the metric (FOR or EFOR) means a 15 

greater expectation that the unit will be available when called upon.  16 

Q. Does the commission have a standard method for determining a 17 

plant’s ‘FOR’? 18 

A. The Commission has used a standard calculation for the determination of 19 

thermal plant FOR since 1984.3 This basic method uses a rolling annual 20 

                                            
2
 See IEEE Standard 762 for complete set of reliability measures and definitions 

(http://www.nerc.com/docs/pc/gadstf/ieee762tf/762-2006.pdf) 
3
 See 1984 Memorandum from William Warren with attachments, filed in Docket UM 1355 as Staff 

Exhibit 102. This memorandum with exhibits is attached as Exhibit Staff/102. 
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average of the actual unplanned outage hours over the last 48 months in order 1 

to determine the FOR. In Order Nos. 09-479 and 10-414 issued in Docket 2 

 UM 1355, the Commission clarified how the calculation should account for 3 

unplanned outages of extreme length. In Order No. 10-414 the Commission 4 

gave explicit instruction on how FORs for coal plants shall be calculated in 5 

Commission proceedings.  6 

Q. Describe the primary contested issue in that docket. 7 

A. The primary issue in Docket UM 1355, as noted in Commission Order 8 

 No. 10-4144 was the determination of a coal unit’s FOR in the event of an 9 

extended unplanned outage during the preceding 48 months.   10 

Q. Why is this issue important? 11 

A. Each year every utility forecasts its upcoming test year power cost projection 12 

(Net Variable Power Cost, or NVPC) which, upon Commission approval, is 13 

then collected through rates. The power cost projection is a result of modeling 14 

the economic dispatch of resources to meet load over the entire test year, and 15 

a summing of the costs to do so. The NVPC is directly affected by the FOR 16 

assumed for each plant. An increase in a plant’s FOR translates into an 17 

increased likelihood of that plant being unavailable at some time during the 18 

model run. Any change in availability translates into a potential change in the 19 

NVPC. Therefore, an accurate projection of NVPC is in part dependent on the 20 

FOR accurately modeled for each plant. 21 

 22 

                                            
4
 Commission Order No. 10-414, pp. 3-6. 
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Q. How did the Commission resolve this issue in Docket UM 1355? 1 

A. The Commission reaffirmed the current and historical practice of using a  2 

48-month rolling average but gave special consideration of outlier years in the 3 

data. In the case that a plant’s FOR is either lower than the 10th percentile or 4 

greater than the 90th percentile of NERC-reported FOR of a similarly sized unit 5 

in a given year, then the outlying year’s data is discarded from the 48-month 6 

rolling average. In its place, the Commission ordered that the discarded data 7 

should be replaced by a 20-year rolling average or the lifetime average if the 8 

plant has less than 20 years of operation.5  9 

Q. Did the Commission order that this method be applied for all 10 

generation plants? 11 

A. No. The Commission ordered the 48-month FOR rolling average, with 12 

modifications for outlying years, only for coal plants. The Commission did not 13 

address the specific issue of modeling FORs for baseload natural gas-fired 14 

plants. 15 

Q. Why was the Docket UM 1355 method for excluding outliers from the 16 

FOR applied only to coal plants? 17 

A. The original FOR calculation used in Oregon was designed in 1984.6 At that 18 

time, all of the baseload plants owned by utilities serving the state were coal, or 19 

in the case of Trojan, nuclear. Until very recently, the price of natural gas made 20 

baseload natural-gas fired plants uneconomic compared to coal plants. It was 21 

not until the commercial operation of PGE’s Port Westward plant in 2007 that 22 

                                            
5
 See Order No. 10-414 at 5. 

6
 See Exhibit Staff/102. 
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the Company’s portfolio included baseload operation of a natural gas-fired 1 

plant.  2 

Q. What do you mean by ‘baseload’ in this testimony? 3 

A. In this testimony, a baseload plant is one that conforms to the definition 4 

provided by the U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA) in its glossary of 5 

electricity terms:  6 

A plant, usually housing high-efficiency steam-electric units, which is 7 
normally operated to take all or part of the minimum load of a system, 8 
and which consequently produces electricity at an essentially 9 
constant rate and runs continuously. These units are operated to 10 
maximize system mechanical and thermal efficiency and minimize 11 
system operating costs.7 12 

 13 
Q. Is there an operational metric that helps identify a baseload plant from 14 

a non-baseload plant? 15 

A. Yes. A plant’s capacity factor (CF) is a reasonable measure of baseload 16 

operation. The capacity factor compares the total annual energy (MWh) output 17 

of a plant to its maximum potential output. Baseload plants typically operate 18 

with CF of 30 percent or more, whereas non-baseload plants typically operate 19 

with a CF under 20 percent.8  20 

Q. Based on its capacity factor, would you consider Coyote Springs a 21 

baseload unit? 22 

A. Yes. According to the Company’s 2012 Energy Information Agency Form 923 23 

filing,9 the unit operated at over a 30 percent capacity factor for nine months 24 

out of the year indicating baseload operation, similar to a coal plant. Further, 25 

                                            
7
 U.S. EIA Glossary of Terms, which is available at: http://www.eia.gov/tools/glossary/index.cfm. 

8
 See Exhibit Staff/103 (from Electric Power Monthly, April 27, 2015, Table 6.7.A). 

9
 See http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/ 2012 report, Page 4 Generator Data at lines 1624-5 

http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/
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since the forecasted natural gas price in the AUT test year is below the 2012 1 

actual gas price, one would reasonably expect Coyote to dispatch even more 2 

in the 2016 model than it did in 2012.  3 

Q. How is the forced outage rate for baseload natural gas-fired plants 4 

currently modeled by the company in MONET? 5 

A. The Company has two baseload natural gas-fired plants: Coyote Springs and 6 

Port Westward.10  The Company uses the EFOR metric for these two units.  In 7 

discussing the forced outage rate for these two units, Staff uses the more 8 

generic term “FOR”, but acknowledges that the Company uses the EFOR 9 

metric. 10 

Q. What is Staff’s issue with the modeling of EFOR specifically for Coyote 11 

Springs? 12 

A. Coyote Springs experienced an extended outage in 2013. In fact, the plant was 13 

unavailable more than it was available for service during that year due to a 14 

single event.11 Inclusion of these hours of down time in the EFOR calculation 15 

leads to a very large EFOR.   16 

Q. For purpose of comparison, what is a typical EFOR range? 17 

A. According to NERC’s Generating Availability Data System (GADS)12 in the 18 

years 2007-2011 (the last published report) the range for EFOR for all plants of 19 

all fuel types reporting was about 6.6 percent - 10.1 percent with an average of 20 

                                            
10

 Beaver operated as a baseload plant during the 1990s but is no longer economically operated as a 
baseload unit. 
11

 See Exhibit Staff/104. 
12

 NERC’s Generating Availability Data System, available at: 
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/gads/Pages/default.aspx. 
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7.8 percent. The EFOR used by PGE to model Coyote Springs is an order of 1 

magnitude of order greater than the highest EFOR in this range because it 2 

includes the 2013 outlier. 3 

Q. What is the effect of this large EFOR assumed for Coyote Springs in 4 

the model? 5 

A. The effect in the modeling is that the plant will be assumed unavailable for 6 

generation during a significant portion of the hours it could be generating. The 7 

model will use the large EFOR to assume the plant is experiencing an outage 8 

and thus the model will not dispatch the plant for generation.  9 

Q. Can this reduction be seen in the model output? 10 

A. Yes. A comparison of the MONET output for the 2013 test year Annual Update 11 

Tariff (AUT) and the current 2016 test year AUT shows a decrease in Coyote 12 

production (MWh) of roughly five and one-half percent despite a gas price that 13 

is cheaper on average by one-third in the current AUT than that assumed in 14 

2013.  15 

Q. To what degree does the assumed EFOR for Coyote Springs affect 16 

NVPC? 17 

A. To roughly estimate the effect that this large EFOR for Coyote Springs has on 18 

overall NVPC, I ran the MONET model replacing the current Coyote EFOR with 19 

that used in the 2013 AUT (prior to the extended outage in 2013). Re-running 20 

the model for the 2016 test year with this one change resulted in an 21 

approximate $3 million reduction in NVPC.  22 
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Q. How does Staff compare the Coyote Springs natural gas-fired plant to 1 

a typical coal plant? 2 

A. With the exception of the fuel type, the plants are quite similar. Coyote Springs 3 

has a capacity of about 240 megawatts, similar in size to a small-to-mid sized 4 

coal plant. As mentioned previously in my testimony, the Company’s MONET 5 

April update shows that the unit as modeled operated at a high capacity factor 6 

for nine months out of the year indicating baseload operation, similar to a coal 7 

plant. Due to its functional and operational similarity to a coal plant, Staff 8 

believes it is appropriate to treat Coyote Springs in a similar fashion to a coal 9 

plant when determining outage rates. 10 

Q. Does Staff find that data outliers should be excluded from the FOR 11 

calculation for Coyote Springs? 12 

A.  Yes. The inclusion of data outliers adversely affects the forecast of NVPC. 13 

Q. Please explain the effect that data outliers have on the forecasted 14 

NVPC. 15 

A.   Generally speaking, including an unusual outage event in the calculation of an 16 

average outage rate will unreasonably increase the average FOR and 17 

subsequently increase the NVPC projection.  Power cost calculations are 18 

expected to reflect a normalized view of costs. Normalized, in this sense, 19 

means that some years will project costs higher than normal and some years 20 

will project costs less than normal, but over time these diversions from normal 21 

will essentially balance each other. Abnormal or extreme outages skew the 22 

average calculation in an unreasonable manner by giving undue weight to the 23 
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abnormal event. The resulting NVPC will then be overestimated and may result 1 

in overpayment by ratepayers. These are the same concerns that led the 2 

Commission to previously revise the FOR methodology for coal plants, and 3 

Staff believes the rationale also applies to other baseload generation plants, 4 

irrespective of fuel source.  Staff thus contends that the method adopted by the 5 

Commission for excluding outliers from forced outage rates for coal plants is 6 

also appropriate to apply to baseload natural gas-fired plants. 7 

Q. What would be the effect of the Commission’s finding that baseload 8 

natural gas-fired plants must be treated similar to a coal plant under 9 

Docket UM 1355 in regard to determining FOR? 10 

A. Generally, FOR would reflect the appropriate normalized outage rate for 11 

modeling purposes.  Specifically, in this case, if the Commission were to view 12 

Coyote Springs as functionally similar to a coal plant for the purpose of 13 

determining forced outage rate, the Commission’s treatment of outlier data as 14 

set out in Order No. 10-414 should be applied to the determination of EFOR for 15 

Coyote Springs. Application of the order would result in the data for year 2013 16 

being discarded from the calculation as an outlier, and the EFOR being 17 

recalculated as described in the order. The Company would then re-compute 18 

the test year NVPC using the substituted EFOR value and re-running the 19 

MONET model. 20 

Q. Is this Staff’s recommendation? 21 

A. Yes, Staff recommends that for the purpose of determining the forced outage 22 

rate for Coyote Springs, the Commission require PGE to exclude outliers from 23 
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the calculation.  Coyote Springs, a baseload natural-gas-fired plant, is the 1 

functional equivalent of a baseload coal plant, and therefore PGE should be 2 

required to apply the methodology for the coal-plant forced outage rate 3 

calculation as described in Order No. 10-414 on an ongoing basis. Staff further 4 

recommends that the revised FOR be modeled in MONET and the model re-5 

run in order to calculate the effect of this one change on NVPC. 6 
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ISSUE 2, SUPER PEAK CONTRACT 1 

Q. What is the Super Peak contract? 2 

A. According to PGE, the Super Peak Energy Purchase contract is a simple  3 

energy purchase over the super-peak hours (hours 2 PM to 9 PM each day 4 

except Sunday).  5 

Q. When was the Super Peak contract first utilized in the calculation of 6 

NVPC? 7 

A. The cost associated with this Super Peak contract was initially incorporated in 8 

the 2011 AUT.  9 

Q. Why was the Super Peak contract needed? 10 

A. The Company’s least-cost planning has historically relied on market 11 

transactions for meeting load in order to defer large investments in generation 12 

plants. The Super Peak capacity contract was secured as the least-cost, least-13 

risk solution for supplying enough capacity to serve load during the Company’s 14 

peak load hours in August and September. In the past, without the contract 15 

PGE would be forced to serve the peak load with short term market purchases 16 

which would result in a higher cost to customers. 17 

Q. Has there been a significant change to the company’s generation fleet 18 

since 2011? 19 

A. Yes. As can be seen in Exhibit Staff/105, the deficiency between the 20 

Company’s load obligation and the capacity of its generation fleet has been 21 

decreasing as the Company adds new resources. For the immediate future, 22 

according to the charts, the Company projects a surplus of resources as 23 
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compared to load. In large part this is due to the addition of the Port Westward 1 

II (PW2) plant and the planned addition in 2016 of the Carty plant to PGE’s 2 

generation portfolio. 3 

Q. How does this resource sufficiency relate to the Super Peak contract? 4 

A. The original need for the contract was to ensure PGE’s ability to serve load 5 

during the peak load hours of the summer. Because PGE’s generation fleet did 6 

not have sufficient capacity to deliver enough energy to serve load during the 7 

highest demand hours, the Company instituted the contract to cover this 8 

potential shortfall. With the addition of Carty and PW2 plants, going forward 9 

PGE will be able to meet the peak load demand from its own resources, 10 

thereby negating the need for the Super Peak contract. 11 

Q. Does the MONET modeling provided by the Company support this 12 

assertion? 13 

A. Yes. The output from the latest submitted MONET modeling run shows that the 14 

unused capacity of PW2 alone during August and September is greater than 15 

the energy purchased through the Super Peak contract during those months. 16 

When also considering the additional capacity from the Carty plant, which is 17 

assumed online by June 2016, the model results show that the two plants 18 

together provide unused capacity at a level nearly double the energy 19 

purchased through the Super Peak contract.  20 

Q. How does the cost of the contract compare to the cost of generation 21 

from Carty or PW2? 22 
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A. On a per-MWh basis, the cost of the Super Peak contract is almost twice the 1 

average production cost at either plant, based on the MONET output. 2 

Q. What is Staff’s recommendation regarding the Super Peak contract? 3 

A. Staff believes the evidence shows the Super Peak contract to be neither least-4 

cost nor necessary to serve load during the 2016 test year. Staff recommends 5 

that the Company provide a MONET modeling run with this contract removed. 6 

If the result of the new modeling run shows that PGE’s load obligations can be 7 

met at a lower NVPC without the Super Peak contract, validating the evidence 8 

presented in this testimony, then the cost of the contract should be removed 9 

from this proceeding’s MONET modeling and the NVPC recalculated to reflect 10 

this. 11 

Q. What is your estimate of the impact of the removal of the super peak 12 

contract on the NVPC? 13 

A. I changed the Super Peak contract modeled capacity to zero and re-ran the 14 

MONET model. With no other input changes, the model returned an NVPC 15 

calculation of about $250,000 less than the original model run. 16 

Q. Please summarize Staff’s recommendations 17 

A. Staff has identified two issues, each resulting in what Staff believes is an 18 

overestimation of NVPC for the test year (2016). In Issue 1 Staff believes the 19 

current method of EFOR calculation for the Coyote Springs generation unit 20 

results in a significantly higher-than-average forced outage rate being modeled 21 

in MONET. The high forced outage rate results in a less-than-optimal dispatch 22 

solution, and consequently an overestimate of NVPC. Staff recommends 23 
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applying to Coyote Springs the FOR method for excluding outliers that the 1 

Commission has already adopted for baseload coal plants through Docket UM 2 

1355. In Issue 2 Staff notes that the Super Peak contract is no longer needed 3 

with the addition of over 600 MW of new thermal capacity to PGE’s generation 4 

fleet. Staff recommends removing this contract from the test year modeling and 5 

to recalculate the NVPC estimate. 6 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 7 

A. Yes. 8 
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WITNESS QUALIFICATION STATEMENT 

 
 
NAME:  JOHN CRIDER 
 
EMPLOYER:  PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF OREGON 
 
TITLE: SENIOR UTILITY ANALYST, ELECTRIC RESOURCES AND 

PLANNING 
 
ADDRESS: 3930 FAIRVIEW INDUSTRIAL DR. SE, SALEM, OR 97302 
 
EDUCATION: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF 

MARYLAND 
   
 
EXPERIENCE: I have been employed at the Oregon Public Utility Commission 

(Commission) since August of 2012.  My current responsibilities 
include analysis and technical support for electric power cost 
recovery proceedings, with an emphasis on variable power costs 
and purchases from qualifying facilities. Prior to working for the 
OPUC I was an engineer in the Strategic Planning division for 
Gainesville Regional Utilities (GRU) in Gainesville, Florida. My 
responsibilities at GRU included analysis, design and support for 
generation economic dispatch modeling, wholesale power 
transactions, net metering, integrated resource planning, distributed 
solar generation and fuel (coal and natural gas) planning. Previous 
to working for GRU, I was a staff design engineer for Eugene Water 
& Electric Board (EWEB) where my responsibilities included design 
of control and communications system in support of water and 
hydro operations.  

 
I am a registered professional engineer in both Oregon and Florida. 
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